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Architect-Urbanist, Systemic Evolutions & Pyramids Researcher. 

Abstract:  

Instead of the actual obsolete statical organizing conceptions is proposed the application of some more 
adequate dynamic principles on any organizing level, e.g. in the following cases: 
1 – Reorganizing of Europe based on cosmic principles; 
2 – Terrestrial reorganizing after the previsible Moon-change; 
3 – Reconsideration of the whole Cosmic organizing. 
So far, this seemed to be impossible, but the Nature/Higher Spiritual Beings finally apply the most 
adequate solutions. Let’s see these very actual questions and their prospects.  

1 – REORGANIZING OF EUROPE based on cosmic principles: 

Contrary to the actual European Union „in bulk”, or/and to the idiot idea of the United States of 
Europe, instead to liquidating the historical national states, it is proposed a gradual structuring based 
on cosmic principles, with self-organizing on every social-economic-environmental level. According 
to the ancient Hermetic principle „How up so down” [1], the „core” of Europe is formed by the area of 
the Carpathian Chain – the terrestrial projection of the constellation Draco/Dragon – of which 
Ecliptic Centre/”cosmic navel” is the Rosia Poieni Peak, in the Western Carpathians. After the name 
of the constellation DRACO, let’s call this Central-East European Territory DRAKYA, separated 
by the river Danube in North-Drakya = DAKYA and South-Drakya = TRAKYA (1.1), [2]. With the 
Central-West European Territory (former German-Roman Empire) together, is forming the New 
Central Europe, and surrounded by the West-, North- and East-European Territories – each of 
them with Northern- and Southern parts, neccessary for the functioning, similarly to the twin organs 
inside the organism – it is getting under way the NEW EUROPE, these fiveTerritories representing 
States Unions composed by national states/countries, each of them by counties, and en- or ex-
claves, this system functioning according to a demped harmonic oscillator model (1.2).  

The outlining of these Territories/States Unions (not United States!) has already begun.  So, within 
the Central-East EuropeanTerritory/States Union, DAKYA is relatively simple to realize, 
extending the V4 Association of Bohemia, Slovakia, Poland and Hungary with Romania and Moldova, 
respectively of course with inclusion of the intercalated small territories in form of enclaves and 
exclaves in the first period, but TRAKYA is more difficult to border inside the Mediterranean Sea. 
The coordinating centre of DAKYA results of course by cosmic criteria, through realizing the new 
spatial town ROSIA POIENI, with residential and agreement zones on the surface, and with 
production and communal services in the depth, including a transatomic work too [2]. A similar 
coordinating centre is possible to realize in TRAKYA at the Olympos Mountain, which is the 
projection of the Thuban, first/load star of the constellation Draco/Dragon (1.1). The Central-West 
European Territory/States Union, in practice after two centuries pause caused really by the stop in 
1806 realized nominally by Napoleon, can continue his multisecular functioning inside the former 
German-Roman Empire, with coordinating centres/topical capitals of the North, respectively Southern 
parts separated by the Alps, Berlin and Rome. The West-European Territory/States Union 
coincides with the former French-Iberic Kingdoms, divided into North and Southern parts by the 
Appenines, with the topical capitals Paris and Madrid. The North-European Territory/ States 
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Union coincides with the Skandinave-British Kingdoms, after the Brexit being in course a new 
association between the insular and peninsular countries, with topical capitals London and 
Stockholm. Finally, the East-European Territory/States Union is composed by the former Soviet 
Republics situated between the Baltic Sea in the North and Black Sea in the South, bordered in the 
East by Russia, the topical capitals being Kyev and Minsk (1.2). 

The functioning as a whole of this New European Organism is conceived in a dynamic form, 
accordingly to the proposed damped harmonic oscillator model (1.2), ensuring in this way a 
harmonic and balanced evolution on long term, with participation of all territorial-social unities in the 
proposed self-governing system, similarly to the ancient Gobe-Szekler self-organizing, but instead of 
2x3 with 2x5 continental areas, with areal self-government based on elections in every fifth year, and 
with government role after every 30 years. In this context the Central-East European countries – after a 
lateral position in European context – will have a central position with possibility to catch up the 
developed states of Europe, moreover to surpass them in the economical and demographical evolution, 
having more favourable position regarding the natural and human resources. Based on these premises, 
extending the notion of „environment” from the terrestrial to the cosmic level, it’s possible a larger 
vision in understanding and solving problems, both on short and long term, with more efficiency. 
Knowing the cosmic connections, it’s possible to predict future terrestrial events, and inverse, some 
terrestrial phenomena can call our attention to ensur cosmic events, or can explain former events. Our 
ancertors lived together „with the stars”, and with the Sun-God, they can „read all from the sky”. The 
spiritual evolution to the possible 8D of the terrestrial humanity means to come back to this 
spiritual/Divine thinking.   

2 – TERRESTRIAL REORGANIZING after the previsible Moon-change: 

On the night of 5-6th August 2010, I had the following strange vision [3]: Over the Pacific Ocean, 
from western direction approaches the planet-ball Sedna, and hits against Sedona. When the ball 
approaches, at the same time two great supervolcanos errupt in northern and southern directions. The 
two great rivers of lava flow together and form an enormous very light-grey earthworm shape, split 
into two by the ball, and the two ends withdraw, each of them in their own hole, the ball continuing its 
way in eastern-southeastern direction to Florida and over the Atlantic Ocean to South-Africa, with 
eastern-northeastern direction-changing over the Indian Ocean and Sunda-Land as far as that the 
Pacific Ocean, then the above awaiting Moon will attract it to itself, pushing it out and occupying its 
place. This brought me great relief because I was aware that the core of the former planet Luna, 
attracting to itself the present asteroidas, ends up in becoming one again, as an atonement for the early 
previous breaking of the planet. Curiously the planet-ball goes on spinning around an axis  
perpendicular to the advancement direction, and jumping elastic, without being shattered. 

Analysing this surprising vision [3] and (2.1, 2.2, 2.3), the calculated date of the visioned event – in 
conformity with the Mayan astronomical calculations – will be 02.02.2022, namely 4,200 days after 
06.08.2010, representing the sunspot cycle as cosmic transition between the Sun and the Earth. The 
date of 6th August has a special meaning: every year, before the sunrise is formed a curious shadow-
pyramid at the Ceahlau mountain-peaks within the East-Carpathians in Romania, when our Son 
becomes the annual light-ration from the Central Sun/core of our Galaxy Milky-Way, and this day in 
1945 marked the start of the atomic era. The 1,000 km diameter planetoid Sedna was baptized by its 
discoverer Michael Brown in 2003 after the Ocean-Goddess of the Inuits, officially at 87 AU 
(Astronomic Unit=150 M km, the distance Sun-Earth) distance from the Earth (13 B km), within the 
inner Oort-cloud, with its previsible next coming in 2076, and later in every 10-12 thousand years. 
Consequently, no chance for its terrestrial impact! The vision is defective! However, my 
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absolutely spontaneous visions each times were very exact! Interestingly, the first official information 
of NASA (established in 1958 for the study of the supposed companion of our Sun, called Hemera or 
Nemesis) differ radically from the actual ones.  

Of course, a similar impact could destroy our actual civilization. However, with or without any same 
catastrophe, it’s necessary the urgent reorganizing of the terrestrial society, based on self-organizing 
principles instead of self-destructing ones. For a long time forgotten ancient Gobe Model (started 
from the former civilization centre Gobe, on the place of the actual Gobi Desert) was applied inside 
the Carpathian Basin, within the Szekler society [19], (2.4). This society was organized in 3 
genera/clans (trium generi Siculi), each of them with 2 tribes/ staffs (3x2=6 tribes), every one 
containing 4 branches/boughs (6x4=24 branches), each of them with 10 homes/housholds and many 
families. The yearly changed military and civilian leading was held according to the following 
simple, but very strict regulations: 
a) The same tribe never holds at the same time both – military and civilian – functions. Two branches 
of a tribe, as parts of a bigger unity, are never in function in the same time. 
b) Both functions are held every time by two different tribes. The six tribes divide into two trinitary 
groups, of which members are never in function at the same time. 
c) The system of every two tribes is identical, they hold the two functions in the immediately 
following two years. 
d) This order is a consequence of the tribal structure, namely the six tribes form the three genera, each 
of them with two tribes.  
    
From these regulations result the three basic functioning laws: 
1) – Total equilibrium of the three genera. 
2) – Identical regulation of two genera. 
3) – Inversion/reflection of the two cycle-halves. 
The sinusoidal lineation resulted by these regulations – with proportions 1:5, 2:4 and 3:3 for the three 
genera/tribe-pairs – is carved on the wooden front-doors/gates of every houshold. From the graphical 
representation result the 3 symbols of the Szekler flag too – Sun, Moon and „Star” – on sky-
blue/azure base (the colour of the Ether), the „Star” being the Hemera, the 3rd member of the 
Hessiodian second generation Titans Trinity Helios-Hemera-Selena, evolving solenoid-like along the 
Photon-Belt with describe circles of 25,920 and 31,746 years respectively octaves of 
7x25,920=181,440 and 7x31,746=222,222 years, of which multiples marked the Elohim-Nephilim-
Annunaki cosmic periods, starting 666-444-222 thousand years ago, the last Hemera-cycles of 31,746 
years being marked by the 8 „White Castles”/stone pyramids (the four corners – Alba Iulia, Zahony, 
Székesfehérvár, Belgrad – of the Carpathian Light-Pyramid, Rome, Jerusalim, Biograd, Bilhorod), and 
marking the connection of the binar system Sirius-Sun through the giant planet Nibiru, with its 
ellyptic trajectory of 3,600 years.  

Based on the terrestrial similitude – 3 continent-pairs on the northern respectively southern 
hemispheres – and the partitioning possibilities of the continents in „branches”, is possible the 
application of the ancient Gobe Model in the terrestrial reorganizing and functioning (2.4), resulting a 
harmonic social-economic-environmental terrestrial evolution on long term, with participation of the 
all three – draconic-reptilian-mammal [15] – cosmic races origin terrestrial humans, of which declared 
home the Earth it is. Only thus is possible the saving of the Earth.   
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3 – RECONSIDERATION of the whole COSMIC ORGANIZING: 

The secular cosmic model starting with Einstein [22], at the first is a „stillborn child”, because its 
mathematical foundation was attached only after a lean century (1915-2005 [25]). So, without 
comprehension, were invented 1,001 „nocturn fairy tales” and conjectures, so called „cosmic models” 
– making impossible the really scientific discoveries and studies, e.g. [20,21,24,], and many-many 
others – based on the impossible/absurd Big Bang and Eternal Inflation hypotheses [17]. The 
discovery in 1982 of the IOVITZU’S ETHERON, the particle of the ETHER f24] – shadowed by the 
„discovery” of the Eternal Inflation in the same time – made possible the extension of the  official 
recognized „Periodic Table” with 118 chemical elements to 558 nucleonic structured elements, and 
through the unification with the two pre-elements Gluon and Quark (more exactly the splittable 
Protons and Neutrons), and before them the ETHERON as start-element – in the case of this Atomic 
Level ELECTRON, generalizing the notion of ETHERON from the Etheric to the other Cosmic 
Octavic Levels – results the Whole Periodic System [4] with 560 elements and the start/transitional 
Etheron.  

The duality – as basic cosmic attribute – is present on every cosmic level, so in form of twin particles, 
or structures resulted by the spherical-toroidal duality sphere-in-torus and torus-in sphere. 
Interpreting correctly the word  „a-tom”=unsplittable, this can refer only to the etheronic start-
elements [6,11], the other splittable elements are dual structured, namely together with the well-
known nucleonic structured elements formed by spherical core (of pre-elements) and toroidal 
coating/envelope (electronic/etheronic cloud), there exist bionic structured elements too, formed by 
toroidal core (Quintonic Bions) and spherical coating (electronic/etheronic Le Sage/Fulleren-like 
cages, similarly to the well-known supramolecular structures discovered by Jean-Marie Lehn et al,, 
1969) [5,6,9] (3.1). While the nucleonic structured elements are arranged basically in spiral-
discoidal form around 8 axes/16 semi-axes, the bionic structured elements form a 9th axis, 
perpendicular to the plane of the disc, like a gyroscopic structure, called Extended Whole Periodic 
System [8,9,10] (3.5). The successive transformation in each other of the elements within this mill-
like system takes place every time through the suitable bionic element situated on the Bionic/World 
Axis [12], which itself is a vorticial spiral, with intercalation of toroidal evolutionary phases [11,12] 
(3.8).  

On macro-cosmic level these fractal structures correspond to the notes of a diatonic musical system 
composed by pentatonic and octavic scales (3.3,3.4), the suitable cosmic evolutionary phases – after 
the main initiators/contributors in the cosmic temporal order within a cycle –  called Ginzburg/Bionic 
Structured Phase [12,26] with 5 Big Pentatonic Levels (Icosa, Dodeka, Octa, Hexa, Tetra), 
respectively Einstein/Nucleonic Structured Phase with 7 Big Octavic Levels (Tachionic, 
Noethic/Conscious, Etheric/Sensitive, Atomic-Subatomic, Astral/Galactic, Universal, 
Multiversal) [12,16] (3.7). In this structural system, these cosmic notes transform successively in each 
other – similarly to the elements – within the above cosmic evolutionary phases of a Big Cosmic 
Cycle between two Big Explosions, joint by a Big Implosion at the inflexion-point of the covering 
logistical-hyperbolastical evolutionary curve of the Big Cycle, composed by fractal-like smaller 
same cycles/curves of the cosmic levels/notes [12], taking place an exponential-logistical bifurcation, 
respectively a running up and a jumping (3.6), representing the chaotic phases  of every level – rising 
chaotic phases within the bionic structured levels, respectively falling chaotic phases within the 
nucleonic structured levels, the maximum chaotic phase of the whole Big Cycle taking place 
within the central/Atomic Octavic Level (3.7). Contrary to a continuous harmonic evolution, the 
CHAOS is present, it is bound to happen as a concomitant of the evolution on every cosmic level, 
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being the motor of the evolution [13,14]. In conformity with the Fig. 0. of [13], [12] and (3.7), the 
two basic KAM (Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser) curves described by the winding numbers/rhythm of 
the evolution, evolving double-spiral-like on the KAM surface/invariant tori, are antisymmetric 
around the value +1, with maximal values of +5.236…, respectively -3.236…, which represent the 
chaotic peaks of the evolutionary cycle, both preceded by swings/spins with values of -0.309…, 
respectively +2.309…, realizing in this way a wirlpool-like shift/spring/jumping between the two 
„edges of Chaos”, respectively (not eternal!) INFLATIONS, with maximal values on the Atomic 
Level and symmetric decreasing in both directions of the other cosmic levels (3.7). The CHAOS is 
fed by the LIGHT, and the LIGHT is fed by the DARKNESS, of which energy feeds the BION, the 
LIFE-PARTICLE [5,9,11,20] (3.1,3.7,3.8). The quintonic nature of the BION is a result of its 
formation through the 5 dark phases (dark keys on the piano) of the Big Cosmic Vortex (3.7,3.8). The 
LIGHT – contrary to the appearance – is not uniform. It is graduated according to light-dimensions 
LD (3.7) from -3LD to +3LD in the Bionic phase, respectively from +3LD to +89LD in the 
Nucleonic phase. The transition between the 7 notes/levels (white keys on the piano) of the Nucleonic 
phase is realized through the respective ETHERONS created by the suitable implosions, starting 
with the Big Implosion at the Big Cosmic Cycle, which creates the 3LD Tachionic Etheron, the 
following small implosions creating in order the 5LD Noethic Etheron, the 8LD Etheric/IOVITZU’S 
Etheron –  [24], the 13LD Atomic Etheron/ELECTRON, the 21LD Astral Etheron/GALAXY, the 
34LD Universal Etheron, the 55LD Multiversal Etheron, ending with the 89LD Big Explosion (3.7). 
In conformity with the ideas promoted in [7,8,10,12], the implosion of the Horn-Toryx – as end-
point of the Ginzburg/helical-toroidal/bionic evolutionary phase, which starts with the Helyx-phase 
after the Big Explosion and continues with the 5 Ring-Toryxes, all with their belonging spherical 
coatings/LeSage-like bubble-cages [26] – in form of conic-toroidal core constitutes the (dual, not 
topological!) transformation mechanism from the bionic to the nucleonic matter structuring within 
the Matter-Energy-Information three-interactional system, including the 3 basic cosmic fields 
represented by the conics Hyperbola (thermo-gravific field, with gravific monopole), Parabola 
(electro-magnetic field, with magnetic monopole), Ellipse (ethero-quark-gluonic field, with quark-
gluonic dipole), and the belonging ortogonal Dandelin–spheres (tangent to the focuses of these 
conics) as complementary cosmic fields. In this context, inside this cosmic field-system, the mass will 
be created from the mass-less „pre-elements” photon, etheron, bion and graviton, through 
unification of the planar and spherical field-components, through their monopoles/ dipole, the space 
being the interior, the time the exterior, respectively the spacetime the surface of the conic, on 
which are created the elements as knotes of the Matter-Energy-Information fields, thus quaternionic 
unities. After the implosion into a (not mathematical!) singularity, in conformity with the sketched 
mass-formation mechanism, inside the forming Spindle-Toryx creates a massive expanding spherical 
core, within the Einstein/spherical/ nucleonic evolutionary phase, ending with the Multiversal 
Explosion into a hyperplane and –sphere. The mathematical description of this DynamicDual (DD) 
Evolving Big Cosmic Cycle is possible with a logistical-hyperbolastical evolutionary equation 
[18,27], but with hundreds of parameters as dualities of a hierarchical dualities’ system [12]. The 
modelling in higher dimensions [21] will be more difficult, but it makes possible a more exact 
description of the so controversial question of the cosmic evolution, taking into consideration the 
higher energy-forms (energy-dynergy-trinergy [4,16,23]) and the intercalation of the chaotic phases 
[13], which are really the motors of the evolution, fed by the so called „dark” energy-forms of the  
bionic evolutionary phases intercalated between the nucleonic ones.  
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Conclusions: 

Properly speaking, the previsioned reorganizing of the (not quite the classical geographical) continent 
of Europe, based on five STATES UNIONS formed by national states – countries – composed by 
regions – counties – and en-/ex-claves, with dynamical self-organizing functioning – instead of the 
actual statical uni-central domination – is a viable alternative  opposite to  the actual European 
Union and the proposed foolish United States of Europe. 

Independently of the fulfilment of my vision referring to the hitting of Sedna against Sedona, it is a 
stringent neccesity to reorganize the terrestrial organisme, with participation of all actual terrestrial 
inhabitant humans, based on self-governing principles, instead of self-destruction, for saving our 
planetary home and our fragile civilization against the hostile cosmic intruders.  

Exceeding the exclusiveness of the secular cosmic theories, and taking into consideration the new 
scientific discoveries, cosmic model attempts, respectively reconsidering some old theories, results a 
new world concept and view of life, which finally is similar to a diatonic musical system composed 
by pentatonic and octavic scales, on which the Almighty plays the Grand Cosmic Piano, within an 
Infinite Divine Concert.    

Annexes: 

1.1 – Organizing of the Central European Territory (Drakya = Dakya + Trakya);  
1.2 – European Continental Areas’ Functioning Model; 
2.1 – Sedna’s Impact at Sedona – Southern-Africa – Sunda-Land – NW-Pacific Basin; 
2.2 – Sedna’s Trajectory in 02.02.2022. with respect to the Big Triangle & Tectonic Plates; 
2.3 – Sedna’s Trajectory with respect to ATL(antis), MA(durai), MU(kulia) & Catastrophes; 
2.4 – Terrestrial Self-Governing Possible Variants; 
3.1 – Nucleonic and Bionic Dual Atomic Models; 
3.2 – Multi-Logistical Cosmic Octavic Evolution; 
3.3 – Successive Fractality of the Cosmic Octavic Notes: Multiverse – Universe; 
3.4 – Successive Fractality - continuation: Galactic – Atomic – Etheric – Noethic – Tachionic; 
3.5 – Imaginary Section of the Conic-Toroidal Structure; 
3.6 – Logistic-Hyperbolastic Evolution of a Cosmic Cycle; 
3.7 – Dynamic-Dual (DD) Cosmic Evolutionary Model; 
3.8 – Vortex of the Dynamic Dual (DD) Cosmic Evolution; 
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British Kingdoms; (*5J- East-European Area: Former Socialist Countries.
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About Author: Dénes Joo' after the ,,|on Mincu' ' Universitv of Architecture and Urbanism in
Bucharest, he studied Mathematics, Economy, Sociology in Cluj-Napoca-city, and Postgradual
Sett lement and Regional Planning in Bucharest, and paral le l  with al l  these Physics, Chemistry,
History, Astronomy, Phi losophy and other scient i f ic discipl ines without l imits (and t i t les). Elaborat ing
new mathematical prognosis models, he extended the Futures-Research to the Systemic
Evolutions Research, as a new synthesis in the science, extending it from the terrestrial to the
cosmic evolution, from the micro- to the macro-world, including the pyramids research. The results
are reflected in the extended Whole Periodic System (denesjoo.wordpress.com) and other studies.

Budapest, 1Sth February 2018.
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rnnJecroRy oF THE pLANEToID sEDNA tN 02.02.2022:
FIRST OCTAVE/DESCENDENT PHASE: SEDONAJUSA - SENANGA/BOTSWANA
SECOND OGTAVE/ASCENDENT PHASE: MADAGASCAR - N-W PACTFIC BASIN
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TECTONIC PLATES AND HOT POINTS Or rne EARTH (A. GALACZ: OCEANS, POLES)



REPEATED SIMULTANEOUS SINKING OF THE THREE ,,WHALES": THEcoNT|NENT.slzE MAINLANDS ATL(ANT|S) - MA(DURÁu - lvru(r<ulln)
(2,3)"

Ánu7gí1d ftre.Me
6,3^űE-f,ü€.cs.aru I
TtrANFs-FEtláCt
r, t, o|. sARfl ArA E .,í, orA R!

SIMULTANEOUS RE.ERECTION OF THE FORMERLY SUNK MAINLANDS
ATL(ANTIS) - ATLANTIC OCEAN, NORTH-MIDDLE/PLATO'S-SOUTH
MA(DURAY) - tNDtAN OCEAN, LEMURIA (RECENT, AFTER THE MONKEYS)
MU(KULIA) - PAC|FIC OCEAN, MU, MUROR, RUTAS MU (CHURCHWARD)

TRAJECTORY OF THE PLANETOID SEDNA WITH RESPECT TO THE FORMER
CARAIBIAN (65 M YEARS AGo) AND ToLLMANN (7640 Bc} GÍlTAsTRoPHEs
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TERRESTRIALSELF.GOVERNINGPOSSIBLEVARIANTS (2.4)

SIMILARLY TO THE ANCIENT GOBE.SZEKLER ORGANIZING STRUCTURE, ON
THE EARTH EXTST THREE CONTTNENT-PAIRS (GENERA) STTUATED ON THE
NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN HEMISPHERES (FUNCTIONS), THE SIX MAIN
GoNTINENTS (TRIBES) CORRESPOND TO THE ANCTENT ORGANIZING MODEL
1 =EUROPE; 2=ASIA; 3=N-AMER!CA; 4=S-AMERICA; S=AUSTRALIA; 6=AFRICA.
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NUCLEONIC AND BIONIC DUAL ATOMIC MODELS (3.1)

NI.JCLEONIC ATOMIC STRUCTURE :

SPHERICAL CORE -

TOROIDAL COATING
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BIONIC ATOMIC STRUCTURE:

TOROIDAL CORE -

SPHERICAL COATING
CGT-  LIKS BUCK ' 'SALL
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MULTI.LOGISTICAL COSMIC OCTAVIC EVOLUTION (3.2)

(HUGH EVERETT'S ORIGINAL |DEA, PRINCETON, 1956)
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succEsslvE FR,qÜTALITY ÜF TF.|E cÜ$rtjllü ÜÜTÁVlc N*TE$ (3'3)

KRONOS (:t/t'tr) | GALACTICIASTRAL | 6,3471755,102,000
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TACHIONIC
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ASCENDENT

LOGISTICAL PHASE
! HORA/ETHERIC i
l 4.'54ö'ooó féld$

14,71h,o44YEíÉ$ l .' - - - : . * _ + - :

DTSTANCE BETWEEN 2 REGULAR ARMS l

KRONOS/GALAXY
!ryf#tLt1, tAp,3 '

MrLKy wAy srAR sysrEM wrrH 4 REGULAR anus i
+CROSSING ORION ARM EJACULATED BY THE CORE

t

$ilÜ*€$$iva Fre'e{[:TAi.tTY *F ?,"MK **sffi$* #CT'&\l[# N*T&$ (3.4)

\ DESCENDENI'l-CIGtSTtGAL PHASE i
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IMAGINARY SECTION OF THE CONIC.TOROIDAL STRUCTURE . (3.5)

THE ELEMENTS OF THE CONE - THE CONICS AND BELONGING DANDELIN-
SPHERES _ DELIMITED BY A CENTRAL HORN-TORUS AND BIFURCATED UP
AND DOWN SECONDARY SPINDLE-TORI, MODEL THE BASIC COSMIC FIELDS:

o HYPERBOLA - THERMo-GRAV!Frc FTELD, with gravific monopoles;
o PARABOLA - ELEGrRO-MAGNETTG FTELD, with magnetic monopole;
o ELLIPSE - ETHERO-QUARK-GLUONtC FIELD, with quark-gluonic dipote

THE INTERIOR OF THE CONE REPRESENTS THE SPACE-DOMAIN, AND THE
INTERIOR OF THE TORI THE TIME-DOMAIN, RESPECTIVELY THE CONIC
SURFACE THE SPACE-TIME, ON/IN WHICH ARE HAPPENING THE EVENTS.
THE DIMENSIONS ARE COORDINATES OF THIS SPACE-TIME STRUCTURE, IN
CoNNECTION WITH THE INVOLUTTON-LrNE LTGHT (1sD) - INFORMATION (8D)
- ENERGY (5D) _ MATTER (3D), IN FRACTAL STEPS, WITH GENESIS FROM
THE MICRO- COSMIC, AND DISTRIBUTION ON THE MACRO-COSMIC LEVEL.



LOGISTIC.HYPERBOLASTIC EVOLUTION OF A COSMIC CYCLE (3.6)
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DYNAM|C DUAL (DD) COSMTC EVOLUTTONARY MODEL
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(

voRTEX OF THE DYNAMTC DUAL (DD) COSMTC EVOLUTTON (3.8)

COSMIC ERAS
(cosMrG uNrTs
oF TrME)

cosMtc ocTAVtc
TEVELS/NOTES

ROTATION
PERIODS (Rx7)
TERR. YEARS

TOTAL DURATION
(28,52L.:16 CYCLES)
TERRESTRIAL YEARS

BIONIC STRUCTURED
DARK PERIODS (Dxs)
TERRESTRIAL YEARS

AEON (YEAR) MULTIVERSAL 10,905,355,406 311,040,000,000.0001,555,200,000,000,000
KATROS (MONTH) UNIVERSAL 1,557,908,058 44,434,285,710,000 222,L7L,428,550,000
KRONOS (WEEK) ASTRAL/GALACTIC 222,558,294 6,347,755,L02,000 3í-,738,775,510,000
HEMERA (DAY) ATOMIC-

SUBATOMIC
31,794,O42 9O6,422,L57,4OO 4,532,LLo,787,000

HORA (HOUR) ETHERIC-
SENSITIVE

4,540,006 L29,546,O22,5OO 647,7EO,L12,5OO

cosMrN (MTNUTE)NOETHIC-
coNsctous

648,858 L8,506,574,640 92,532,873,2OO

co$sEs (sEcoND)TACHIONIC 92,694 2,643,796,3i7 13,218,981,885
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